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SOMMARIO

INTRODUZIONE

La  diversità  genetica  è  generata  da  una  combinazione  di  differenti  processi
evolutivi,  che includono principalmente mutazioni,  deriva genetica,  migrazioni  e
selezione naturale.  
E' noto che la selezione naturale influenza uno specifico locus\variante, mentre gli
effetti demografici hanno effetti su tutti i loci allo stesso modo; inoltre ci si aspetta
che  la  selezione  sia  focalizzata  su  posizioni  genomiche  che  hanno  un  ruolo
funzionale. Le varianti target di selezione possono inoltre non avere solamente un
ruolo  funzionale,  ma  spesso  possono  anche  correlare  con  predisposizione  o
protezione contro specifiche malattie; possono quindi essere studiate in screening
per studi di associazione a malattie o infezioni: infatti varianti genetiche che sono
vantaggiose  tendono  a  crescere  in  frequenza  in  una  popolazione,  mentre
mutazioni deleterie vengono eliminate.
Due differenti approcci vengono applicati per identificare l'azione della selezione
naturale: un approccio inter-specie e un approccio intra-specie. Il confronto tra geni
ortologhi  permette  di  valutare  l'azione  della  selezione  naturale  lungo  tempi
evoluzionistici  lunghi;  dall'altra  parte  l'analisi  della  variabilità  genetica  nelle
popolazioni  umane  può  mettere  in  evidenza  processi  adattativi  più  recenti.
I geni coinvolti nella risposta immunitaria sono tra i più studiati dal punto di vista
evolutivo: è infatti stabilito che le infezioni hanno esercitato la pressione selettiva
più forte nell'uomo e probabilmente anche nelle altre specie viventi. Le interazioni
tra ospite e patogeno hanno modulato la diversità genetica nel corso del tempo da
entrambi i  lati:  questa continua corsa alle armi  tra ospite e patogeno crea una
competizione tra geni che si adattano e contro adattano uno contro l'altro.
E' perciò importante valutare il  livello di variabilità genetica che determina tratti
fenotipici  vantaggiosi,  per  identificare  quelle  regioni  genomiche  che  sono
responsabili della diversità e dell'adattamento.   
Il  mio  primo  studio  è  focalizzato  sulle  molecole  coinvolte  nella  regolazione
dell'attivazione delle cellule T. L'attivazione dei linfociti T è un fenomeno complesso
che è mediato  dall'interazione di  diverse proteine espresse sulla  superficie  dei
linfociti  T  e  delle  cellule  che  presentano  l'antigene.  Differenti  patogeni  hanno
sviluppato strategie  specifiche  che hanno come target  queste  molecole;  questi
geni sono stati quindi ingaggiati in un conflitto costante con un vasto numero di
patogeni e giocano un ruolo importante durante le infezioni;  inoltre la variabilità
genetica in questi loci può avere un potenziale impatto nello sviluppo di condizioni
infiammatorie o autoimmuni.
Un  secondo  studio  ha  riguardato  le  molecole  coinvolte  nel  pathway  di
processamento  e  presentazione  dell'antigene.  Qualunque  sia  la  natura  della
molecola che deve essere presentata sulla superficie delle cellule che presentano
l'antigene,  la  dimensione  limitata  della  tasca  rende  impossibile  la  presenza  di
macromolecole: solamente i frammenti che derivano dalla loro lisi possono essere
presentati. Questo repertorio antigenico è generato dal pathway di processamento
e presentazione dell'antigene.  
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Un ulteriore studio ha riguardato il sistema di contatto e le molecole coinvolte in
esso. In particolare questo pathway rappresenta un collegamento tra la cascata di
coagulazione e la risposta immunitaria, due sistemi centrali  nella sopravvivenza
dell'ospite in presenza di danni ai tessuti e infezioni.
Infine,  gli  ultimi  casi  studiati  hanno  riguardato  molecole  che  sono  deputate  a
riconoscere gli acidi nucleici e ad attivare la risposta immunitaria contro virus e
batteri, quali le molecole RIG-I-like e le molecole AIM-2 like.

SCOPO DEL LAVORO

Lo scopo di tutti questi studi è stato investigare la storia evolutiva dei geni coinvolti
nei differenti patwhay, sia a livello intra-specifico che inter-specifico, e di estrarre
queste  informazioni  per  fornire  nuovi  sviluppi  sul  ruolo  funzionale  che  queste
molecole potrebbero avere nelle malattie che colpiscono l'uomo. Inoltre ho voluto
valutare la storia di alcuni alleli  di rischio per malattie autoimmuni e di come si
sono diffuse nelle popolazioni umane.

 

MATERIALI E METODI

Le  sequenze  codificanti  dei  geni  analizzati  per  le  diverse  specie  sono  state
ricavate dal database Ensembl e allineate usando il tool The RevTrans 2.0. Per la
ricerca di selezione positiva ho utilizzato il software PAML con differenti modelli
evolutivi; siti sotto selezione sono stati identificati usando i metodi Bayes empirical
Bayes e Mixed Effects Model of Evolution.
I dati dei genotipi di differenti popolazioni umane dei geni di interesse e di altri
1200 geni casuali  di controllo sono stati  ricavati  dal database 1000 Genomi;  in
particolare sono state analizzate tre popolazioni:  Europea, Africana e Est Asiatica.
Questi  dati  sono  stati  utilizzati  per  calcolare  diversi  parametri  di  diversità
nucleotidica, cosi come alcune statistiche basate sullo spettro di frequenza dei siti.
I dati dei geni di controllo sono stati usati per calcolare distribuzioni empiriche di
questi parametri.
FST, una misura di differenziazione genetica tra popolazioni, e il DIND test, un test
basato  sull'omozigosità  degli  aplotipi,  sono  stati  calcolati  per  tutti  gli  SNPs
analizzati.
La significatività statistica di questi test è stata ottenuta da distribuzioni empiriche
di questi valori calcolati su tutte le varianti localizzate nei geni di controllo.

RISULTATI E DISCUSSIONE

Nella mie analisi ho trovato che i geni coinvolti nella regolazione dell'attivazione
delle cellule T hanno rappresentato dei target di selezione sia durante l'evoluzione
dei mammiferi che durante la recente storia evolutiva delle popolazioni umane; ho
inoltre  evidenziato  che  la  varianti  di  questi  geni  che  sono  correlate  a  malattie
nell'uomo  sono  dei  target  preferenziali  delle  selezione  effettuata  dai  patogeni.
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Questi risultati hanno mostrato che un allele può diffondersi in una popolazione
perchè conferisce maggiore protezione contro alcuni agenti infettivi, indicando che
l'adattamento alle  infezioni  è  una possibile  spiegazione per  il  mantenimento di
alcuni alleli di rischio per malattie autoimmuni. Questi risultati inoltre supportano
l'idea che l'adattamento dell'uomo verso un ambiente con un ridotta presenza di
patogeni  ha  determinato  la  diffusione  di  alcuni  alleli  di  rischio  per  malattie
autoimmuni o infiammatorie.
L'analisi   degli  eventi  selettivi  per  le  molecole  coinvolte  nel  pathway  di
processamento e presentazione  dell'antigene ha rivelato la  presenza
di  un  numero  elevato  di  geni  sottoposti  a  selezione  positiva  durante  la  storia
evolutiva dei mammiferi.
I dati hanno inoltre evidenziato la presenza di una continua pressione selettiva che
agisce su differenti  scale  di  tempo evolutive per  alcuni  di  questi  geni,e  anche
messo in evidenza come la maggior parte degli eventi selettivi che riguardano la
specie umana sono localizzati in regioni regolatorie e possono avere un ruolo nella
modificazione dei tratti  fenotipici  umani. L'analisi  evolutiva dei geni coinvolti  nel
sistema del contatto ha indicato che KNG dei mammiferi è stato target di una lunga
e forte pressione selettiva. In particolare i risultati supportano la teoria che KNG
possa avere un ruolo centrale nel modulare la risposta immunitaria e mostrano
come esso sia un target di differenti specie di patogeni. Per concludere, lo studio di
due differenti famiglie di recettori di acidi nucleici ha mostrato che una porzione di
questi geni sono coinvolti nel conflitto ospite patogeno, che porta allo scenario di
corsa  alle  armi  tra  le  due  specie,  e  i  risultati  hanno  evidenziato  informazioni
funzionali riguardo a specifiche varianti che possono influenzare specifici fenotipi.

CONCLUSIONI

I risultati di tutti i vari studi hanno mostrato come la selezione naturale abbiamo
agito sulla variabilità in differenti processi coinvolti nella risposta immunitaria e siti
target  di  selezione  riguardano  posizioni  di  fondamentale  importanza  per  la
funzione proteica.  
Questi  nuovi  dati  hanno  generato  nuove  ipotesi  che  possono  essere  testate
sperimentalmente,  riguardanti  il  ruolo  di  siti  specifici  o  regioni  che  modulano
fenotipi negli esseri umani; questi risultati suggeriscono anche che è necessaria
cautela nell'estrarre i risultati di uno specifico esperimento in organismi modello,
perché una parte considerevole della diversità genetica in queste molecole non è
dovuta a processi neutrali ma in risposta ad eventi adattativi.
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ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

Genetic  diversity  is  generated  by  a  combination  of  different  evolutionary
processes, including mutation, genetic drift, migration, and natural selection.It  is
well  known  that  natural  selection  acts  on  a  specific  locus\variant,  whereas
demographic effects act on all loci in the same way; also the selection is expected
to be focused on genomic positions that have a functional role. Importantly, the
selected  variants targeted by selection may not only have a functional role but can
correlate  with  predisposition or  protection to  some specific  diseases.  They can
therefore be prioritized in screenings for association with diseases and infections;
indeed, genetic variants that are advantageous tend to increase in frequency in the
population, while deleterious mutations tend to be eliminated. To identify selection,
intra  and inter  species  approaches are usually  applied;  comparing orthologous
genes  among  different  species  is  a  successful  approach  to  detect  positive
selection acting over long evolutionary timescales; on the other hand, comparing
genetic variation within human populations may underline more recent adaptive
events. Genes related to immune system are among the most studied genes from
an evolutionary point of view: it is now established that infections have been acting
as a major selective pressure on humans and, most likely, on all living organisms.
Thus,  the interactions  between hosts  and pathogens have  shaped the  genetic
diversity  over  time on both  sides:  moreover  the  continuous arm race  between
hosts  and  pathogens creates  a  competition  of  co-evolving  genes  that  develop
adaptations and counter-adaptations against each other. Therefore, it is important
to evaluate the level of genetic variation that determines advantageous phenotypic
traits to identify genomic regions/positions underlying diversity and adaptation.  My
first study was focused on molecules involved in the regulation of T-cell activation.
The activation of T lymphocytes is a complex phenomenon that is mediated by the
interaction of a number of proteins expressed on the surface of T lymphocytes and
antigen  presenting  cells  (APC).Several  pathogens have  evolved  strategies  that
specifically target these genes to either invade the host or to reduce the response
of the immune system. Thus, on one hand,these genes have been engaged in a
constant conflict with a large number of pathogens and play a fundamental role
during infections; on the other hand, genetic variation at these loci has a potential
impact  on the development of  autoimmune and inflammatory conditions.  In the
second study I  focused on   molecules involved  in  the antigen  processing  and
presentation pathway (APP).Whatever the nature of the presenting molecule, the
limited  dimension  of  its  cleft  makes  it  impossible  for  macro  molecules  to  be
presented: only fragments (antigens) derived from the lysis of such molecules can
be  nested  in  the  cleft.  This  antigenic  repertoire  is  generated  by  the  antigen
processing  and  presentation  pathway.  Another  study  focused  on  the  contact
system and the  molecules  involved  in  this  pathway.  In  particular  this  pathway
represents  a  link  between  the  coagulation  and  inflammatory  responses,  two
systems central to host survival in the face of tissue damage and infection. 

Finally, the last molecules analyzed were the proteins responsible for nucleic acids
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recognition  and the activation of the immune response against virus and bacteria,
as the RIG-I like proteins and the AIM-2 like proteins

AIM OF THE WORK 

The aim of all the studies was to investigate the evolutionary history of the genes
involved in different pathways, both at the inter- and intra- specific level, and to
exploit  this information to provide novel insight  into the functional role of  these
molecules in human health and disease. Also i wanted to evaluate the history of
autoimmune risk alleles and how they spread in human populations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mammalian  coding  sequences   were  retrieved  from the  Ensembl  website  and
aligned using the The RevTrans 2.0 utility.  For  detecting the action of  positive
selection I used the  PAML software with different evolutionary models. Sites under
selection were identified using Bayes empirical Bayes and Mixed Effects Model of
Evolution analyses.Genotype Data from the Pilot 1 phase of the 1000 Genomes
Project were retrieved from the dedicated website for the genes analyzed and for
1,200 randomly selected RefSeq genes (control  set)  for  three populations with
different ancestry: European, African and East Asian. These data were used to
calculate nucleotide diversity parameters as well as some site frequency spectrum-
based statistics. Data from the control gene set were used to calculate empirical
distributions of these parameters.
FST,  a  measure of  population genetic  differentiation,  and the DIND test,  a  test
based  on  haplotype  homozygosity,  were  calculated  for  all  SNPs  analyzed.  I
calculated  statistical  significance  of  these  tests  by  obtaining  an  empirical
distribution for variants located within the control genes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In my analyses I found that genes involved in the regulation of T cell activation
have represented selection targets both along mammalian evolution and during the
history of human populations; I also found that variants in these genes related to
human diseases to  be  preferential  targets  of  pathogen-driven  selection.  These
results showed that an allele can spread in a population because it confers higher
protection against some infectious agent, indicating adaptation to infection as the
underlying explanation for the maintenance of a set of autoimmune risk alleles.
These result has a relevance for the hygiene hypothesis, and support the idea that
human adaptation to  an environment with  reduced presence of  pathogens has
determined  the  spread  of  some  risk  alleles  for  autoimmune  and  inflammatory
diseases.

We then presented a comprehensive analysis of the selective events acting on the
antigen  processing  and  presentation  pathway  across  different  evolutionary
timescales,  revealing  a  high  proportion  of  genes  under  positive  selection  in
mammalian species.

Data also indicate a continuum in selective pressure acting on different timescales
for some of these genes analyzed, and we also demonstrated that the selected
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variants in human populations were always located within regions with regulatory
function and can have a role in modulating human phenotypes.

The evolutionary analysis we performed about contact system genes indicated that
mammalian  kininogen  has  been  a  target  of  long-lasting  and  strong  selective
pressures. In particular our results reinforced the possibility that kininogen plays a
central  role  in  the modulation of  immune response and is  a  target  of  different
pathogen  species.  Finally  our  study  of  two  different  families  of  nucleic  acid
receptors showed that a proportion of these genes have been engaged in host-
virus genetic conflict leading to a continuous host–pathogen arms race scenario,
and again our results provide functional information about variants that might affect
immunologic phenotypes. 

CONCLUSIONS

Results  in  all  these  studies  showed  how  natural  selection  shaped  diversity  in
different  pathway involved in  the immune response,  and selected sites involve
positions of fundamental importance to the protein function. These novel data give
rise  to  a  number  of  experimentally  testable  hypothesis  concerning  the  role  of
specific sites or regions as modulators of  immunological  phenotypes;  they also
suggest  caution  when extrapolating  results  from specific  experiments  in  model
organisms, as a considerable portion of genetic diversity in these molecules  has
accumulated  not  as  a  result  of  neutral  processes  but  in  response  to  adaptive
events.
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SYMBOL LIST

SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism
MAF: minor allele frequency
DAF: derived allele frequency
θW: an estimate of the expected per site heterozigosity
π: the average number of pairwise sequence nucleotide differences among haplo-
types
DT or D: Tajima’s D
D* and F*: Fu and Li’s D* and F*
HKA test: Hdson-Kreitman-Aguadè test
MLHKA: maximum likelihood HKA test
FST: fixation index

DIND: Derived Intra-allelic Nucleotide Diversity
iHS: integrated haplotype score
EHH: extended haplotype homozygosity
τ: Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient
dN: the  observed number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous 
site
dS: the observed number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site
ω: dN/dS
LD: linkage disequilibrium
LRT: likelihood ratio tests
XP-EHH: cross-population extended haplotype heterozygosity test
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 1 INTRODUCTION

 1.1 Genetic variability in human populations

Genetic diversity is the result of many events acting during the evolutionary

history  of  a  species;  adaptive  and  demographic  events  like  migrations,

genetic drift, mutation , and selection are the main factors responsible for

genetic variability during different time-scales.

Different  processes,  like  genetic  drift  and  demography,  can  modify

frequencies of different alleles from one generation to another by chance

alone; this means that particular alleles can be maintained in a population

by  chance.  This  variability  is  also  affecting  human  populations,  and  in

particular  different  studies  have  demonstrated  that  most  of  the

differentiation that we find in our species results from migration events and

is consistent with population expansions and bottlenecks [1]. 

It is known that modern humans appeared in Africa about 200,000 years

ago  and  approximately   60,000  years  ago  they  started  to  spread  out,

colonizing Europe and East Asia [2]. A study by [1] indicated that there is a

strong correlation between geographic distance between populations and

genetic variability within a population; indeed populations closer to Africa

show more variability than populations  further  from Africa,  reflecting the

route of migrations of ancient humans. 

The allele pool of populations reflects this geographic scenario, in fact most

of  the alleles\haplotypes of  Non-African populations are a subset  of  the

African  ones.  This  observation  is  crucial  in  order  to  identify  genetic

adaptation,  because  it  must  be  considered  when  evaluating  whether  a

specific  variant  is  influenced  by  the  action  of  natural  selection.

Demographic  events  influence  variability  in  all  genes  in  the  same way,

whereas selection specifically targets defined regions; so deviation from the

general behavior of genetic variation can be an indication of the action of
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natural selection. It should also be considered that, during their evolutionary

history, humans have adapted to the environment, and this adaptation is

driven by different forces, with pathogens being among  the most important

one [3].

 1.2 Pathogens and natural selection

Infections caused by different types of pathogens are recognized as one of

the  major  selective  pressures  for  humans  and,  possibly,  for  all  living

organisms [3]. Interactions of pathogens with hosts result in a situation that

is defined as arms race, in which there is a continuous selective pressure

on hosts to generate resistance against pathogens, and at the same time

pathogens  try  to  develop  new strategies  to  evade  host  defenses  for  a

successful infection. The result of this arms race scenario is a great shape

in the genetic diversity both in the hosts and in the pathogens genomes,

determining fast evolutionary rates. This constant genotype turnover in the

interacting species is generally referred to as a “Red Queen” scenario, from

the character in Lewis Carroll’s novel who says: “It takes all the running you

can do, to keep in the same place”.  

This hypothesis has been supported by the description of rapid rates of

evolution in genes involved in host-pathogen conflicts and, more recently,

the  development  of  experimental  evolution  approaches  has  allowed  its

formal testing [4, 5].

Linked  to  this  evolutionary  scenario,  another  hypothesis  has  been

formulated:  the  so  called  “  hygiene  hypothesis”  [6].  This  hypothesis

describes a situation in which big changes in the environment and more

hygienic conditions have reduced the exposure to antigens, generating an

unbalanced immune response. This unbalanced situation can lead to the

development  and  widespread  occurrence  of  chronic  inflammatory

conditions. 
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Given these two premises, it is obvious to expect that genes involved in

immune response commonly targeted by natural  selection; in fact, different

studies [7-9] have demonstrated that immune-related genes are preferential

targets of natural selection, reflecting the dynamic nature of this system.

The recent availability of large-scale genomic data can be very helpful to

study  how  genetic  variation  is  distributed  among  different  human

populations;  moreover,  inter-species  comparative  analyses  can  be  also

provide pivotal information on the genetic and immunologic determinants

underlying pathogen-driven selective scenarios. Inter-species evolutionary

guided approaches can shed light into into host-pathogen interactions, and

delineate the basis of host range and disease appearance. 

 1.3 Signatures of natural selection (intra-species level)

Most changes that affect genome variability are a consequence of random

genetic  drift  and  demography  rather  than  adaptive  evolution;  so

distinguishing  the  action  of  selection  and  demographic  events  is  very

important, albeit difficult.

In principle, natural selection acts on variants in the genome, influencing

their  segregation  in  different  environmental  conditions  and  without

differences whether the mutation is an old or a new one. Variants in the

genome  usually  do  not  segregate  independently  due  to  linkage

disequilibrium (LD), the non random association of alleles at two or more

loci. Natural selection therefore influences not only the selection target, but

also its surrounding variants and the expected result is not only a change in

the frequency of the selected allele, but also in all variants linked to it. 

There are different ways in which natural selection can act. Purifying (or

negative) selection tends to eliminate new deleterious mutations or keeps

them at low frequency. Positive selection is the situation in which a new
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mutation rises in frequency in a population due to its selective advantage;

and  in  case  of  balancing  selection  the  variability  within  a  population  is

maintained, usually due to an advantage of the heterozygous individuals. 

Under neutral evolution the only factors that influence genetic variability are

mutation rate population size and demographic events. Different types of

selection act in different ways on the frequencies of alleles: for example,

when a mutation is favoured by selection in a population, it will rise to high

frequencies, and also all variants that are neutrally evolving and are in LD

with it will rise to high frequencies. 

This situation is described as a selective sweep and results in an overall

decrease of genetic variation at the selected site,  as well  as at the sur-

rounding region (Fig. 1.1). 

Over time, new mutations will arise, but will initially be present at low fre-

quencies. In case of selection, these derived alleles (new alleles that are

not present in the closest related species) linked to the selected variant will

also rise in frequency (Fig. 1.1). Therefore, another signature of a selective

sweep, together with low levels of genetic variation, is an excess of high-

frequency derived alleles [10].
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Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of a selective sweep. Horizontal lines and

stars indicate haplotypes

and derived allele of SNPs, respectively; red colour indicates a new advantageous

mutation.Chromosomal segments that are in linkage disequilibrium with the advan-

tageous mutation are  coloured yellow. Figure taken from [10]

Another  selective scenario that  can cause an increase of  low-frequency

variants is purifying selection. New mutations with a deleterious effect are

generally maintained at  low frequencies and as a consequence the fre-

quency of derived alleles is expected to be low. 
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Finally, Balancing selection increases the proportion of variants at interme-

diate frequencies, and it tends to maintain variation at one or  more sites.

Moreover, variants that are linked to the selection targets are maintained to-

gether with the selected alleles, and the result is an excess of nucleotide di-

versity in the region (Fig.1.2) [11]. It should be noticed that opposite to a se-

lective sweep, where the region influenced by selection is usually large, in

the case of  balancing selection  the target  tends to  be small,  especially

when the event is a long-standing. 

Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the action of balancing selection. Horizon-

tal lines indicate haplotypes; stars represent neutral SNP alleles. The two alleles of

a SNP under balancing selection are shown with violet and green circles. Neutral

SNP alleles and new mutations arising over time are maintained together with the

two selected alleles. 
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The  most  commonly  applied  model  of  evolution  to  distinguish  neutral

variation from variation targeted by natural selection is the neutral model

[12],  that  makes relation between the rate of  mutation  and evolutionary

parameters. 

This model assumes that most of the variation within a species is not due to

natural  selection  but  is  caused  by  random  drift  of  neutral  alleles;

specifically,  polymorphisms within a species and the frequency of alleles

are related to the mutation rate and population size.

This model also specifies the relationship between two different species; in

particular the rate at which differences accumulate as two species diverge

is the same as the rate at which neutral mutations rise in frequency in each

species.

Given this  premise,  many statistical  tests have been designed to detect

natural selection using this model of evolution; these and are defined as

tests of the null hypothesis of neutrality, or neutrality tests. 

 1.4 Neutrality tests

1.4.1. Allele frequency spectrum statistics

Numerous population genetics tests have been developed to identify and

distinguish the action of different types of selections looking at the spectrum

of allele frequencies in one or more populations. The most widely used test

was proposed by Tajima [13] and it is based on the comparison of two pa-

rameters: θW, an estimate of the expected heterozigosity per site [14], and

π [15], the average number of pairwise sequence nucleotide differences. D

is the standardized difference between π and θW; under neutral selection

these estimates are expected to be equal, so the value for D under neutral
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evolution is 0. Since π depends on the frequency of alleles, D will be posi-

tive in the presence of many intermediate alleles and negative when an ex-

cess of rare alleles is observed. In the case of selective sweep, for exam-

ple, the presence of a large proportion of low-frequency variants generate

negative D values. The same result of low values can occur under purifying

selection.

Conversely, balancing selection causes high positive values of this statistic

due to the presence of different alleles in the population with intermediate

frequency.

Fay and Wu [16] proposed a test to distinguish among negative values of

Tajima’s D generated by the two different selection scenarios. In fact the ac-

tion of positive selection can drive derived alleles in the affected region to

high frequencies. So they proposed a test that compares two estimates: π

and a measure of diversity that takes into account whether the selected al-

lele is the derived one (θH). In the case of  a recent selective sweep the ex-

cess of high-frequency derived mutations results in a negative value for H

[16]. 

Fu and Li [17] also developed neutrality tests based on the allele frequency

spectrum. These tests are conceptually similar to Tajima’s D, but also in-

clude information about  the genealogy of  the haplotypes.  Mutations are

classified as external and internal: the former are the ones which occurred

on the external branches and the latter are mutations that occurred on the

internal branches of the genealogy. In case of natural selection the number

of external mutations is likely to deviate from its neutral expectation, while

the number of internal mutations is less affected.

All these tests can be biased by the fact that demographic events can also

change the site frequency spectrum. For example, a population bottleneck

is expected to result in an increase of intermediate frequency alleles, while

population expansion results in a higher proportion of low frequency vari-

ants. 
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As said above, different human populations are known to have experienced

diverse  demographic  scenarios  (Fig  1.3),  so  this  information  must  be

considered,  when  it  is  necessary  to  establish  statistical  significance  of

these tests. two common approaches are applied.  The first  is  based on

simulations of different scenarios using a coalescent approach. 

The  coalescent  is  a  process  in  which  going  backwards  in  time  the

genealogies of two alleles merge at a common ancestor; the scheme is to

consider the ancestral history of a gene/ region by modelling time intervals

between each coalescent event going back in time. 

Coalescent simulations are very common approaches to simulate neutral

genealogies  and  are  useful  in  making  predictions  regarding  the

evolutionary  history  of  a  gene/region.  Therefore,  a  large  number  of

coalescent  scenarios  can  be  simulated  and  the  statistics  of  interest

calculated for each of the simulations. The distribution of  values for  the

statistics  obtained  through  the  simulation  process  can  give  information

about the statistical significance of the values of the region analysed.

With this approach it  is also possible to integrate coalescent information

with demographic scenarios and to simulate different demographic events

for different populations.

The second approach is based on the empirical comparison with data cal-

culated for a large number of genomic regions analysed in the same popu-

lation as the locus of interest. The idea is that demography affects all loci

equally, while selection is locus-specific. Therefore, the test is calculated for

the gene/ region analysed and for a set of random regions; significance is

evaluated by comparing the distribution of the values of the test in that pop-

ulation. 
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Figure 1.3. Demographic model for three major human populations. Nancestral: an-

cestral population size; NAfrica: African population size; NOoA: non-African population

size; Texpansion: Time of ancestral population expansion. Bottlenecks are indicated by

constrictions. Figure taken from [18]

1.4.2. Tests based on differences among populations

One of the most widely used approaches for detecting natural selection is

to study differences in allele frequencies between populations. Levels of

genetic differentiation among populations can be modified by the action of

positive selection; adaptations to the local environment or mutations that

arise in specific geographical regions might be the cause of these changes.

Conversely,  balancing selection  may result  in  different  scenarios.  In  the

case of two populations being more similar than expected, the explanation

is  that the selected allele and all linked variants tend to be maintained at

detectable levels in different populations. However, if balancing selection is

restricted to one specific geographic location then it can increase genetic
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differentiation between or among populations.

The most commonly used statistical measure of population differentiation

was developed by Wright [19] and is known as the fixation index (FST). The

main  problem in  using  FST for  the  detection  of  natural  selection  is  that

differentiation  among populations  is  influenced by  different  demographic

events, for example the amount of gene flow and the rate of genetic drift,

and these factors make it difficult  to discard demographic scenarios that

could account for the observed high or low FST values. One possibility is to

use information of population differentiation from a large number of genetic

loci to create an empirical FST distribution. Another aspect to be taken into

account  is  that  FST  is  not  independent  on the allele frequency,  so when

evaluating  the  test,  the  frequency  of  the  analysed  variantsshould  be

considered.

1.4.3. Extended haplotype tests

Another approach for detecting recent selective sweeps is based on the

analysis of haplotypes and their extension along a genomic region [20, 21].

These tests, called extended haplotype tests, exploit linkage disequilibrium

information of local genomic regions; they are based on the fact that under

positive selection an advantageous mutation rises quickly in frequency. If

the frequency increase of the selected allele occurs faster than the rate of

recombination, an extended region containing all the variants linked to the

selection target, will also rise in frequency; this phenomenon originates an

extended region of LD. Therefore, a haplotype at high frequency with high

homozygosity that extends over large regions is a sign of an incomplete se-

lective sweep. 

The most common statistic used for evaluating the presence of large homo-

geneous genomic regions is the iHS (integrated haplotype score) test [20];

it compares the homozygosity of a specific haplotype against all other hap-

lotypes present in that region. 
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A more recently developed test for detecting selective sweeps is the DIND

(Derived Intra-allelic Nucleotide Diversity) test [22]. It is also based on the

homozygosity of haplotypes, but it distinguishes between haplotypes that

carry the derived allele and the ancestral allele of the candidate variant.

The main idea is that if a new variant is selected, it increases in frequency

in  the population  with  the same result  as  seen before,  but  this  will  not

happen for the ancestral allele. The DIND test compares the homozygosity

of  haplotypes  carrying  the  ancestral  allele  against  the  homozygosity  of

haplotypes carrying the derived allele of that specific variant. High value of

this test  together with high frequency of  the derived allele is usually an

indication of positive selection.

The  cross-population  extended  haplotype  heterozygosity  test  (XP-EHH)

[21, 23] is another approach to identifying signals of positive selection by

comparing the lengths of  haplotypes from two populations.  This method

identifies  selective  sweeps  if the  selected  allele  has  approached  or

achieved fixation in one population but remains polymorphic in the general

human population [21].

1.4.4.  Variation and divergence based tests

A  different approach to search for selection is to use information about in-

tra-species variation and inter-species divergence. Under neutrality, these

two parameters are  expected to be proportional  to  the neutral  mutation

rate; so, one possibility to detect natural selection is to test whether this ex-

pectation is verified. The HKA (Hudson-Kreitman-Aguadè) test [24] is based

on an assumption that under neutrality the ratio of polymorphism to diver-

gence is the same for at least two genes analyzed. A gene of interest is

compared to a putatively neutral locus, and differences in the ratio of poly-

morphism to divergence between these are taken as evidence of selection.
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1.4.5. Environmental variables as selective pressure

Another possibility to identify the action of natural selection on a specific

gene/region  is  to  search  for  variants  that  show  differentiated  allele

frequencies among populations that live in different environments, and to

evaluate whether a correlation  exists between environmental variables and

genetic  information..  This  type  of  differentiation  can  be  generated  if

selective  pressures  exerted  by  the  environmental variables are  different

among geographic locations. Caution is needed when using this approach

due  to  the  fact  that  the  major  contribution  of  genetic  diversity  across

geographic locations is accounted for by demographic event. Therefore, it

is important to disentangle neutral events from selective ones. 

 1.5 Detecting natural selection at the inter-species level

Genetic  comparisons  among  different  species  can  highlight  selective

events that have been ongoing over long time scales. These approaches

aim to evaluate evolutionary patterns  using extant  genetic  diversity  and

phylogenetic  relationships  among  species.  The  basis  is  to  compare

orthologous coding sequences, and to analyze at each site of the sequence

whether all possible substitutions would be nonsynonymous (changing the

amino acid) or synonymous (not changing the amino acid). The number of

nonsynonymous differences per nonsynonymous site (dN) and the number

of synonymous differences per synonymous site (dS) are then calculated. 

In case of  neutral  evolution,  the rate at  which nonsynonymous changes

accumulate  in  a  protein  is  expected  to  be  comparable  to  the  rate  of

synonymous  changes,  so  dN/dS  (ω)  will  be  equal  to  1.  In  mammalian

species,  most  amino acid  replacements  are  deleterious  and  tend  to  be

eliminated by purifying selection; this occurs at the majority of sites and,

consequently, for the majority of genes  dN/dS is lower than 1. Conversely,

a specific selective pressure may favor amino acid replacements (positive
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or diversifying selection): in this case dN/dS will be higher than 1. 

Often positive selection is focused on few sites with specific roles in the

function or stability in an otherwise selectively constrained protein. Also, the

selective pressure might act on a limited number of lineages in a phylogeny,

and not with the same strength on all lineages, and in this case is defined

as episodic selection.  

Thus, evolutionary analyses use different methods to detect genes, sites or

lineages  that  show  evidence  of  positive  selection.  Also  most  of  these

methods depend on the number of species being analyzed and on their

phylogenetic relatedness,. Also sequence errors and poor alignment quality

,as  well  as  the  unrecognized  action  of  recombination,  can  lead  to  an

overestimation of the action of positive selection [25, 26],.  These factors

must therefore be accounted for. 

1.5.1. Selection at a specific site

The most widely used models to detect selection at specific sites are the

site models implemented in the PAML (Phylogenetic Analysis by Maximum

Likelihood) package [27, 28]. They are used to infer positive selection and

to identify the sites under selection. These models allow ω to vary from site

to site, assuming a constant rate at synonymous sites. 

The analysis is based on fitting the data from a multi-species alignment and

from  a  phylogenetic  tree  to  different  types  of  models  that  either  allow

(consider  positive  selection)  or  do  not  allow  (consider  only  neutral

evolution) a class of codons to evolve with ω>1. 

To determine whether  the neutral  model can be rejected in favor of  the

positive selection model likelihood ratio tests (LRT) are then used. Also, if

the null hypothesis of neutral selection is rejected in favor of a model that

allows  the action  on positive  selection  on that  gene,  a  Bayes empirical

Bayes approach (BEB) can be used to detect  specific sites targeted by
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selection  [29].  In  particular,  the  BEB  analysis  calculates  the  posterior

probability that each site of the alignment belongs to the class of codons

that is positively selected. 

This  approach  assumes  that  natural  selection  is  acting  with  the  same

strength and in the same direction for all lineages analyzed in the tree. As

this is often not what happens, a different approach can be applied: the

mixed effects model of evolution (MEME) [30] allows the distribution of ω to

vary from site to site and from branch to branch and, therefore, has greater

power to detect episodic selection.

1.5.2. Selection of lineages under positive selection

Another possibility when searching for positive selection at the inter-species

level is to evaluate how different lineages in a phylogeny  are evolving. The

PAML software  implements  methods  to  detect  selection  along  specific

branches through the so called branch-site models [31, 32]. These require

that  different  branches  of  the  phylogeny  are  dived  into  two  classes:

foreground  and  background  branches.  A  likelihood  ratio  test  is  again

applied to compare a model that allows positive selection on a class of

codons only for the foreground branches with a model that does not allow

such selection [32]. 

The main problem in this type of approach is how to define which lineages

are foreground branches: the best solution is to have a priori information

based on biological evidence about the genes analyzed. If this information

is  not  known,  it  is  necessary  to  consider  each  branch  of  the  tree  as

foreground.

There are other methods that evaluate the presence of positive selection at

branch level and do not require information about the evolutionary history of

genes analyzed.  For  example,  the  branch  site-random effects  likelihood

(BS-REL) method simulates three different evolutionary scenarios (neutral,
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purifying and positive selection) for all branches in the phylogenetic tree,

and each branch is considered independently from the others; in this way

the algorithm can identify branches that are influenced by positive selection

[33]. 

 1.6 Aim of the thesis

The aim of the work was to investigate the evolutionary history of candidate

genes involved in  different  pathways  with  a  central  role  in  the  immune

response. I analyzed at the most important molecules that modulate T cell

activation,  proteins  responsible  for  the  generation  of  the  antigenic

repertoire  presented  by  MHC  molecules,  and  molecules  involved  in

coagulation pathway.

I also analyzed the evolutionary patterns of different nucleic acid receptors,

as the AIM2-like receptors and the RIG-I-like receptors.

The analyses were carried out both at the inter- and intra-specific level, with

the aim to provide novel insights into the functional roles of these molecules

in human health and disease. The final goal was to identify variants to be

prioritized  in  screenings  for  association  with  autoimmune  diseases  and

infections.
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 2 METHODS

 2.1 Inter-specific analyses

Inter-species analyses were performed using the coding sequences of the

analyzed  genes;  in  particular,  mammalian  sequences  for  all  genes  of

interest  were  retrieved  from  the  Ensembl  and  NCBI  databases

(http://www.ensembl.org/index.html  ;   http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/); the list of

species analyzed for each gene varies depending on availability and other

factors (e.g. gene lossees, reliability of orthology).

DNA alignments  of  orthologous  sequences  were  performed  using  the

RevTrans 2.0 utility [34], which uses the protein sequence alignment as a

scaffold for constructing the corresponding DNA multiple alignment. One of

the most common problems in these types of analyses is reconstructing the

correct alignment and using the correct sequences: errors in this two steps

can generate false positive results due to the incorrect evaluation of the

number of  nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions.  Therefore, all

the alignments were generated using a software that maintains the codon

reading frame and were also   manually  checked and edited to  remove

uncertainties. 

Another element to consider is that variability generated by recombination

can be mistaken as  positive  selection  [25].  Thus,  alignments  should  be

screened  for  recombination  before  running  positive  selection  tests.  The

Genetic Algorithm for Recombination Detection (GARD) [35] from HYPHY

package [36] was used to screen the alignments for recombination; GARD

uses  phylogenetic  incongruence  among  fragments  of  a  sequence

alignment  to  detect  recombination  events;  the  application  of  a  genetic

algorithm allows searching for multiple breakpoints and the probability that

each  breakpoint  is  due  to  recombination  is  assessed  through  Kishino-

Hasegawa tests [37].
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To  evaluate  the  dN/dS  (ω)  ratio  along  gene  alignments  the  Single

Likelihood Ancestor Counting (SLAC) method [38] present in the HYPHY

package was used.

The site models implemented in PAML [28] can detect positive selection, in

particular  if  this  selective pressure is  affecting only few sites in a gene.

These models consider the dN/dS (ω) ratio for any codon in the gene as a

random variable from a statistical distribution, thus allowing ω to vary from

site  to  site,  assuming  a  constant  rate  at  synonymous  sites.  To  detect

selection, site models that allow (M2a, M8) or disallow (M1a, M7) a class of

sites to evolve with ω >1 were fitted to the data using two different codon

frequency model: the F3x4 and the F61 model, which weight in different

ways the frequency of each nucleotide in the data analyzed. 

The nested models (M1a vs M2 and M7 vs M8) are compared through

likelihood-ratio  tests  (degree  of  freedom=  2)  to  asses  statistical

significance.

Positively selected sites were identified using the Bayes Empirical Bayes

(BEB)  analysis  (with  a  cut-off  of  0.90),  which  calculates  the  posterior

probability that each codon is from the site class of positive selection (under

model M8) [39]. 

For the identification of specific positively selected sites the Mixed Effects

Model of Evolution (MEME) from HYPHY (with the default cutoff of 0.1) [30]

was also applied. MEME allows the distribution of ω to vary from site to site

and from branch to branch at a site, therefore allowing the detection of both

pervasive and episodic positive selection.

Positive selection can act on all lineages of the tree, but also on specific

branches;  to  explore  possible  variations  in  selective  pressure  among

different lineages, other models from the PAML package, called the free-

ratio models, were used. The M0 model assumes all branches to have the

same ω,  whereas M1 allows each branch to have its  own ω [40].  The

models are compared through likelihood-ratio  tests  (degree of  freedom=
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total number of branches -1). In order to identify specific branches with a

proportion of  sites evolving with ω>1, I  used BS-REL [33].  This method

implements branch-site models that simultaneously allow ω to vary across

branches of the tree and sites within the alignment. BS-REL requires no

prior knowledge about which lineages are of interest and uses sequential

likelihood  ratio  tests  to  identify  significant  branches.  Branches  identified

using this approach were cross-validated using the branch-site likelihood

ratio tests from PAML (the so-called modified model A and model MA1, “test

2”) [32]. In this test, branches are divided a priori into foreground (those to

be  analyzed  for  positive  selection)  and  background  lineages,  and  a

likelihood  ratio  test  is  applied  to  compare  a  model  that  allows  positive

selection on the foreground lineages with a model that does not allow such

positive selection. A false discovery rate correction was applied to account

for  multiple hypothesis  testing (i.e.  I  corrected for  the number  of  tested

lineages), as suggested [41]. 

Using the MA model has the advantage to identify specific sites positively

selected  on  the  foreground  branches  (although  it  has  limited  statistical

power [32]), because it also implements a BEB analysis analogous to that

described  above  to  calculate  the  posterior  probabilities  that  each  site

belongs to the site class of positive selection on those lineages. 

 2.2 Protein stability analyses

To evaluate the effect of different  mutations on protein stability,  analysis

was carried out using three different methods: FoldX 3.0 [42], PoPMuSiC

and I-Mutant 2.0 [43]. In FoldX and I-Mutant the ΔΔG values are calculated

as follows: ΔΔG = ΔGmutant - ΔGwild-type. In FoldX and I-Mutant ΔΔG values > 0

kcal/mol are an indication of  substitutions that  decrease protein stability,

whereas  in  PoPMuSiC  ΔΔG  values  >  0  kcal/mol  are  evidence  of
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substitutions increasing protein stability. So, to obtain comparable results,

PoPMuSiC ΔΔG values were multiplied by -1. 

In the analysis carried out with FoldX 3D, the three-dimensional structure of

the  protein  was  repaired  using  the  <RepairPDB>  command  and

substitutions  were  introduced  using  the  <BuildModel>  command  with

<numberOfRuns> set to 5 and <VdWdesign> set to 0. Temperature (298K),

ionic strength (0.05 M) and pH (7) were set to default values and the force-

field predicted the water molecules on the protein surface. 

 2.3 Docking and secondary structure analyses

To  analyze  the  interaction  between  molecules  a  docking  analysis  was

performed. In case of  absence of known crystal protein structure in public

databases, secondary structure prediction was performed using PSIPRED

[44], and structure was obtained using QUARK [45], a server for  ab initio

protein folding and protein structure prediction.  Variants were generated

through  MODELLER  v9.11,  using  the  ab  initio prediction  as  template.

RosettaDock [46] and ClusPro [47] were used for docking calculations. 

Protein  3D structures  were  derived  from the  Protein  Data  Bank  (PDB).

Sites  were mapped into  structures  using PyMol  (The PyMOL Molecular

Graphics System, Version 1.5.0.2 Schrödinger, LLC)

 2.4 Population genetics-phylogenetics analysis

A different way to analyze the action of positive selection is to integrate

divergence  information  with  polymorphism  data  to  detect  fine-scale

differences in selective pressure within a gene. Wilson et al [48] developed

a population genetics-phylogenetics method that evaluates the distribution

of  a  selection  coefficient  within  a  species  and  compares  it  with  the
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distribution generated by an inter-species analysis, and model the results of

this genetic variation in a selection coefficient γ. 

This method, known as gammaMap [48], assigns the selection coefficient γ

to  12  different  categories  of  selective  effects,  ranging  from  strongly

beneficial to effectively inviable; 

GammaMap allows  to  estimate  the  frequency of  γ  along  all  codons  by

applying a sliding windows approach (thus providing information about the

whole gene region) and assigns posterior probabilities for each selection

coefficient at each site, allowing a site specific analysis.

For the gammaMap analysis I assumed θ (neutral mutation rate per site), k

(transitions/transversions ratio), and T (branch length) to vary among genes

following  log-normal  distributions.  For  each  gene  I  set  the  neutral

frequencies of non-STOP codons (1/61) and the probability that adjacent

codons  share  the  same  selection  coefficient  (p=0.02).  For  selection

coefficients a uniform Dirichlet distribution with the same prior weight for

each selection class was considered. For each gene I run 10,000 iterations

with thinning interval of 10 iterations.

 2.5 Genome projects 

In the last few years the interest in analyzing genome data from a large

number  of  human  individuals  of  distinct  ethnic  groups  has  become

widespread.  Different  project  with  different  methodological  approaches

have addressed this issue.

2.5.1. HapMap Project 

The International HapMap Project is a multi-country collaboration program

involving centers from all over the world (www.hapmap.org). The aim of this

project  was  to  generate  an haplotype map of  the  human genome,  that
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describes the patterns of similarity of human genetic variation in a great

number  of  individuals  of  different  ethnicity.  The  data  produced  by  the

project are genotypes of the 270 individual samples and the frequencies of

1,500,000 SNPs from four populations with African, Asian, and European

ancestry. 

2.5.2. Human Genome Diversity Project 

The  Human  Genome  Diversity  Project  (HGDP)  is  another  international

project that aims to understand the diversity of different human populations.

Its goal is to collect  genetic information from different population groups

throughout the world and to create  a database of human genetic diversity.

The  data  generated  are  more  than  650,000  SNPs  in  about  1,000

individuals from more than 50 distinct ethnic groups. 

2.5.3. 1000 Genomes Project 

The  1000  Genomes  Project  aimed  to  characterize  human  genome

sequence variation with the final aim to investigate the relationship between

genotypes and phenotypes.

The first  phase  of  the  project  used  different  strategies  of  genome-wide

sequencing with high-throughput platforms. This phase was based of low-

coverage  whole-genome  sequencing  of  179  individuals  from  four

populations with different ancestries: African (Yoruba, YRI), Asian (Chinese

plus  Japanese,  AS),  and  European  (CEU);  and  produced  genotype

datafrom approximately 15,000,000 SNPs. 
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 2.6 Population genetic analyses 

2.6.1. 1000 Genomes data analyses

A set  of  programs was  developed  to  retrieve  genotypes from the 1000

Genomes Pilot Project MySQL database and to analyse them according to

selected  regions/populations.  These  programs  were  developed  in  C++

using the GeCo++ [49] and the libsequence [50] libraries.

In order to obtain a control set of random genes to use as a reference set

and to define empirical distribution of all statistics applied, I initially selected

1,200 genes by random sampling of those included in the RefSeq list. For

these genes I retrieved orthologous regions in the chimpanzee, orangutan

or macaque genomes (outgroups) using the LiftOver tool; genes showing

less  than  80%  human-outgroup  aligning  bases  were  discarded.  This

resulted in a final set of 987 genes. These data were used to calculate θW

[14], π [15], as well as Tajima's D [13], Fu and Li's D* and F* [51], and

normalized Fay and Wu's H [16, 52] over each entire gene regions. 

Normalized Fay and Wu's H was also calculated in 5kb sliding windows

moving with a step of 500 bp. 

FST [19] and the DIND test [22] were calculated for all SNPs mapping to the

control gene sets and to the genes of interest. Because FST values are not

independent of allele frequencies, I binned variants based on their minor

allele frequency (MAF) and calculated percentiles for each MAF class. As

for  the  DIND  test,  I  calculated  statistical  significance  by  obtaining  an

empirical distribution of DIND-DAF (derived allele frequency) value pairs for

variants  located  within  control  genes.  Specifically,  DIND  values  were

calculated for all SNPs using a constant number of 40 flanking variants (20

up-  and down-stream).  The distributions  of  DIND-DAF pairs  for  African,

Asian and European populations was binned in DAF intervals and for each
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class percentiles were calculated. Due to the nature of low-coverage data,

for low DAF values most iπD  resulted equal to 0 (i.e. the 95th percentile

could not be calculated); thus, I did not calculated DIND in these ranges

and consequently selection acting on low frequency derived alleles can not

bed detected.

The XP-EHH and iHS tests were calculated as previously described [20,

23]; specifically, the two statistics were calculated for all tested SNPs using

information  from 200  kb  flanking  regions  (100  kb  5'  and  3').  To  obtain

empirical distributions, I randomly selected 100 genic SNPs and calculated

their values for all SNPs in their 200 kb flanking regions. 

2.6.2. Sanger-resequenced data analyses

Haplotypes were inferred from Sanger  resequencing data using PHASE

version 2.1 [53, 54]. Median-joining networks to infer haplotype genealogy

were constructed using NETWORK 4.5 [55]. Estimates of the time to the

most  recent  common  ancestor  (TMRCA)  was  obtained  using  different

methods: i) a phylogeny based approach implemented in NETWORK 4.5

using a mutation rate based on the number of fixed differences between

chimpanzee  and  humans  [55];  ii)  GENETREE,  which  is  based  on  a

maximum-likelihood coalescent method [56,  57] assuming an infinite-site

model  without  recombination;  haplotypes  and  sites  that  violate  these

assumptions were removed;  iii)  a  previously  described method [58]  that

calculates the average pairwise difference between all chromosomes and

the most recent common ancestor; this value was converted into years on

the basis of mutation rate retrieved as above.

I based calculations on the assumption that the divergence between human

and chimpanzee occurred 6 MY ago [59] and that the generation time is 25

years. 

An  approach  based  on  coalescent  simulations  was  applied  to  Sanger
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sequencing  data.  In  particular, calibrated  coalescent  simulations  with

different demographic parameters were performed using the cosi package

[18]. Simulations were conditioned on mutation and recombination rates.

Estimates of the population recombination rate parameter ρ were obtained

from resequencing data with the use of the Web application MAXDIP [60].

For Sanger-resequenced regions the percentile  ranks of  θW  and  π were

obtained from the distribution of the same parameters calculated for 5Kb

windows deriving from 238 human genes resequenced by NIEHS (National

Institute of Environmental Health Sciences) SNPs Program. The maximum-

likelihood-ratio HKA test was performed using the MLHKA software [61].

2.6.3. Detection of pathogen-driven selection

HGDP-CEPH panel data derive from a previous work [62].  The approach

used to identify variants selected by different pathogen species can  be

briefly  described  as  follows:  it is based on calculating the  Kendall's

correlation coefficient (τ) between allele frequencies of HGDP-CEPH SNPs

[62]  and pathogen diversity in the countries where populations included in

the Panel live. In order to account for demographic events, each SNP is

then assigned a percentile rank in the distribution of τ values calculated for

all SNPs having a minor allele frequency (MAF) similar (in the 1% range) to

that  of  the  SNP  being  analyzed  [63-66].  I  considered a SNP to be

significantly associated with pathogen diversity if it displayed a significant

correlation coefficient and a τ rank higher than 0.95.

FST was calculated for all HGDP-CEPH variants among continental groups;

FST distributions  were  calculated  for  the  MAF-matched  SNP  classes

described above; outliers are defined as variants with an FST higher than

the 95th percentile in the distribution of SNPs in the same MAF class. 

I  also  applied  a  resampling  approach  in  order  to  evaluate  whether  the
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identification of a set of pathogen-selected SNPs is expected by chance. In

particular, I retrieved all GWAS SNPs associated with any trait or disease

and collapsed SNPs in tight linkage disequilibrium (r2  >0.8) into single loci.

By performing 10,000 re-samplings of a set of randomly selected SNPs I

calculated  an  empirical  probability  of  obtaining  variants  significantly

associated with pathogen diversity. 

2.6.4.  Comparison of Neandertal and Denisova data

Alignments of Neandertal [67] and Denisova [68] sequence reads to the

human  reference  genome  were  retrieved  from  the  UCSC  website

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/). I only considered reads with an alignment quality

higher than 60 and 25 for Neandertal and Denisova, respectively. Positions

where different reads, either for the same or for distinct individuals, carried

different bases were discarded. 
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 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 3.1 A 175 million year history of T cell regulatory molecules reveals

widespread selection, with adaptive evolution of disease alleles
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 3.2 An evolutionary analysis of antigen processing and presentation

across different timescales reveals pervasive selection
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 3.3 Evolutionary  analysis  of  the  contact  system  indicates  that

kininogen  evolved  adaptively  in  mammals  and  in  human

populations
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 3.4 Ancient  and  recent  selective  pressures  shaped

genetic diversity at AIM2-like nucleic acid sensors.
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 3.5 RIG-I-like  receptors  evolved  adaptively  in  mammals,  with

parallel evolution at LGP2 and RIG-I
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 4 CONCLUSIONS

The study and identification of natural selection patterns  in humans and, in

general,  in  different  species  have  different  purposes.  First  of  all,they

improve  our  understanding  of  the  evolutionary  processes  that  shaped

diversity in human populations; but they can also help to highlight specific

variants that have functional roles or influence phenotypes.

The identification of non neutrally-evolving genomic regions and genes  can

also help understand the evolutionary history of modern complex diseases.

In fact, variation in susceptibility genes for human common traits may be

due to changes in selective pressure during the  evolutionary history of our

species.

Interspecific evolutionary studies can highlight how infectious agents have

represented a selective force acting on hosts genes. In fact pathogens may

either develop strategies to modulate the transcript level of hosts genes,

with  the aim of  evading the host  immune system,  or  they may encode

molecules that directly bind host proteins and alter their function. That was

the  case  of  CD86:  the  Kaposi  sarcoma–associated  herpesvirus  MIR2

protein  directly  binds  CD86.  Docking  analysis  indicated  that  the  two

positively selected sites identified by the interspecific study (positions 260

and 268) and located in the transmembrane region of CD86 are crucial for

the interaction with MIR2; changing the aminoacid at these sites alters the

binding  pose  of  the  two  proteins  and  most  likely  affects  the  binding

efficiency. Therefore, the selective pressure exerted by MIR2/MIR2-related

proteins  might  have  driven  the  evolution  of  the  CD86  transmembrane

region to decrease binding by viral-encoded ubiquitinases or to displace the

ubiquitine ligase.

Pathogens have been shown to be also a major selective force  in human

populations: in particular I addressed the question whether adaptive events
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have affected the spread of human disease alleles. I found that the disease

variants described herein as selection target are preferentially  located in

regulatory  regions;  thus,  selection  at  disease  alleles  is  likely  to  have

operated by modulating expression levels, which need to be finely tuned

between efficient response to infection and maintenance of self-tolerance.

In this respect, one of the most convincing examples I show here concerns

an inflammatory bowel  disease risk variant  (rs762421):  the risk allele at

rs762421  strongly  correlates  with  bacterial  diversity,  suggesting  that  it

increased  in  frequency  due  to  its  conferring  increased  resistance  to

bacterial  diseases. Indeed, the same allele  increases the expression of

ICOSLG in response to a bacterial superantigen. These results support the

idea that the presence in the past of a number of different pathogens has

influenced  the  spread  of  some  autoimmune  risk  alleles in  human

populations, that conferred resistance to those pathogens.

Evolutionary analyses both at the intra- and inter- specific level can also be

useful  to  identify  a  continuum  in  selective  pressure  acting  on  different

timescales on a particular  gene.  For  example  I  found that  in  CD207,  a

positively selected site in mammalian species immediately flanks a human

polymorphic position representing a balancing selection target with known

effect  on  sugar  binding  [69].  This  indicates  that  natural  selection  has

maintained variability in  langerin forms that differ in binding specificity and

may recognize distinct microbial  glycan structures,ultimately affecting the

susceptibility  to  specific  infections.  Given  this  premise,  I  provided  a

preliminary  evidence  for  this  hypothesis  by  showing  that  the  CD207

haplotype defined by the selected variants is associated with protection to

sexually transmitted HIV-1 infection.

The same situation is verified for the contact system, with the KNG1 gene

being  a  target  of  an  extremely  diverse  array  of  pathogen  species  on

different timescales. The results showed here reinforce the hypothesis that
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KNG1 has a specific role in the modulation of immune response

Another  fundamental  aspect  of  evolutionary  studies  is  that  their  results

suggest caution when extrapolating information from specific experiments

in model  organisms, as a portion of  genetic diversity at  a specific  gene

could  have  accumulated  not  as  a  result  of  neutral  processes  but  in

response to adaptive events. An example of this is from the human and

mouse  HAVCR2  orthologs.  In  HAVCR2,  two  positively  selected  sites

identified in the mammalian phylogeny are located at the top of pocket that

accommodates  PtdSer.  This  molecule  is  a  central  signal  exposed  by

apoptotic  cells  and  it  is  exploited  by  intracellular  pathogens  such  as

Leishmania and Toxoplasma to dampen the host response [70, 71]. In vitro

experiments have indicated that substitution of the mouse residues at this

pocket with the corresponding human aminoacids significantly decreases

PtdSer binding [72], providing a direct evidence that positive selection at

these sites affected the functional properties of HAVCR2. 

Finally  evolutionary  studies  can   provide  information  about  sites  and

domains  that  determine antiviral  specificity as well  as sensitivity to  viral

inhibitors. For example the evolutionary analyses of nucleic acids receptors

( i.e. AIM-2 like and RIG-I like molecules) showed  an ancestral and still

ongoing host-virus arms race,  providing information on the location  and

nature  of  adaptive  changes,  and  highlighting  the presence of  functional

variation.
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